
Fluidity: 
The smallest fluid video head 

available on the market.

Ease of Use: 
Sliding plate for balancing the 

camera and a leveling column for 

easy positioning. Larger feet and 

column hook help to maintain high 

stability while shooting.

Reliability: 
Reliable Fluid Drag System for the 

smoothest movement during your 

cinematic video footage.

Compatibility: 
The new video head is compatible 

with the existing BeFree family, 

290 light and all 40mm diameter 

tripods. It is great for use with small 

camcorders, compact system 

cameras and DSLRs.

Compact & Lightweight: 
The most compact and lightweight 

high-quality video tripod—best 

performance in a carry-on size. 

Our lightest 
and smallest 
video kit yet.

FLAT

151cm / 59.4in

4 Section Aluminium

Box dimension:  
4.6 x 4.6 x 17.5in

EAN code: 
8024221667394 

UPC code: 
719821412571

Box dimension: 
13.5 x 4.5 x 5.1in

EAN code: 
8024221667400

UPC code: 
719821412588

Fluid Video Head

MVKBFR-LIVEUS

MVH400AHUS

9.7cm / 3.8in

40cm / 16.5in 

501PL

128cm / 50.4in

0.38kg / 0.83lbs

1.8kg / 3.9lbs

PAN 360°

43cm / 17in

4kg / 8.8bs

 4kg / 8.8bs

Flat Base 40mm

Product Specifications

Maximum Height with Center Column Up

Height

Closed LengthMaximum Height

Weight Minimum Height

Maximum Load

KEY

Key Features & Benefits



Taking videography content creation 
wanderlust to a new level!

The BeFree Live is designed to be light and compact 

to reliably support video content creation using small 

camcorders, compact system cameras and DSLRs.

It is the smallest video kit in the Manfrotto video 

range. Easy to use, with a minimalist design  

and lightweight, compact features. Designed to 

reliably support small camcorders, Compact  

System Cameras and DSLRs, 

BeFree Live meets all the needs of the expanding 

community of video content creators, vloggers  

and mobile journalists.

The new Manfrotto BeFree Live boasts awesome 

fluidity on pan & tilt along with perfect levelling.  

The pan bar is removable and foldable for extra 

portability. The tripod reliably supports a payload  

of 8.8 pounds and extends to a height of 59.4 inches, 

yet folds down to a mere 16.5 inches long and itself 

weighs only 3.9 pounds. It has larger, rugged feet  

and a special hook for extra stability, regardless  

of where it is set up. The head features a sliding  

plate for use with a wide array of  

camcorders, CSCs  

and DSLRs.

Presenting the BeFree Live Kit & Head
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